**The Style Invitational**

**WEEK 46: WE WANT STUPID ENTRIES ONLY!**

*Just in time, they'll all come from Washington, D.C.*

---

"Actually, mapping really bother me."

"I hope that one day I can play a fancy harmonica with a waltz-wah button."

"Hey, there isn't enough knock-knick-gristle in this lunch meat."

"It helps if I close my eyes and think about Warren Christopher."

---

This week's contest was proposed by Sarah Worcester of Bowie, who receives an elegant selection of clear plastic ice cubes containing embossed insects. All takers, we thought Sarah had come up with a terrific idea for a contest. But the more we considered it, the more we liked it. Make up a sentence that, were it not for this contest, would never otherwise be uttered. First-prize winner is a really fancy harmonica featuring a waltz-wah button or whatever it is called, a value of $60. Runner-up(s) as always, get the Style Invitational toner set. To enter, we'll be selecting on the basis of the least feeble entry. Mail your entries to the Style Invitational, Week 46, The Washington Post, 1150 15th St. NW, Washington, D.C. 2007, or ask for them to 323-0432. Entries must be received or received Monday, Jan. 24. Please include your address and phone number. Winners will be announced in their letters, purchase necessary. The contest unscrupulously parodies Earle of the Hot One, which seeks to lure in as many as possible has ridiculed the Family's handbooks, and its printless letters for future weeks. Entries of The Washington Post and their immediate family members are ineligible to win.

---

**Ambitious Antarctic Anteater Wishes**

---

Now that we have expanded the required number of column inches, here is the Winner of the Week contest, the top entry by far as it. It arrived in an envelope marked "Fugly-End Endowed" and contained a drawing and an explanation:

"I often thought God looks like that guy on the plus handsome. He's gotta be God. He's everywhere. I couldn't get a copy in three, but he looks like:

---

For efforts artistic and literary, Tom Gaarly of Arlington wins the Worm Ranch and Chia Put.

---

First Runner-Up: On Christmas night, my laws-keepers discovered me home by 10. This was novel and it was the very latest that we would never able to get up the hill with all that snow on the ground. This meant they would be staying overnight. Just then, God appeared in the form of a snowman looking down the . . . (Robid Greene, District)

---

Honorable Mention:

(Tom Gaarly, Arlington)

---

And Last:

Look in a mirror and disregard what you see. (Check Smith, Woodbridge)

---

**Soaps on Call**

The Washington Post provides daily updates of soap opera on Pod-Beast, in our four telephone information service, call 303-314-9000 from a telephone information service and then enter the category code of the soap opera viewer, for My Children (8219), Another World (8220), As The World Turns (8221), The Bold and the Beautiful (8222), The Bold and the Beautiful (8223), The Bold and the Beautiful (8224), Love (8225), General Hospital (8226), Loving (8227), Love (8228), Love (8229), The Young and the Restless (8230), For a directory of the codes, enter 8230.

---

**Coming Soon, Jan. 23**

**The Spa**

**A Travel section feature**

---
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